
Survey 

Difficulty of the game 
1. From 1 to 10, how difficult would you rate the game? 

5 

2. What elements made the game difficult? 

Anything that prevented progress, e.g. rats, mousetraps. Wall jumps, they were sometimes 

hard to pull off. 

3. Did any elements in particular make the game too easy? If so, what are they? 

You only had to get one cheese per level. The fact that there is no death in the game. No 

timer. 

4. How would you recommend the difficulty be changed? 

Add timers to clock yourself. Maybe add death and lives, could make game more 

challenging. There could be a hard mode that includes the above changes and adds more 

enemies. 

Meaningfulness of crackers 
1. How motivated were you to collect the crackers? 

Very motivated to collect at least one. Thought cracker was a requirement like cheese. 

2. Was motivation, if any, intrinsic or extrinsic? (wanted to collect vs wanted to fulfil point 

quota) 

Extrinsic, wanted to satisfy point quota in some cases but accidently went into portal. (Noted 

goal of game was unclear) 

3. Did you find crackers were too easy, too hard or comfortable to collect? 

Some were easy, some were hard but overall comfortable. 

4. What would make crackers or points more meaningful to you? 

If they gave you lives, if lives were in game. If crackers gave a little power up, don’t know 

what this would be. 

5. Would another scoring system motivate you more? What would this be? 

Timer. Shows how long it took to complete each level. 

Gameplay naturalness and Progression (Overall game feel) 
1. Did any aspect of the controls feel unintuitive or ill-fitting? 

Wall jumping was a little bit dodgy. Don’t have enough time to execute the wall jump. Too 

easy to stuff up. 

2. Was the path to the cheese too short, long or did you not noticing a problem? 

No problem. 

3. Are there any improvements to controls or pathing you feel would benefit the game? 

Not really. 

Additional Questions  
1. Any final thoughts or questions you have? 

There was one point in the game where fell through the map, might want to get that 

checked. 

Notes 
Didn’t like the music 



Didn’t collect any crackers on first level. 

Expected rat to die on head jump 

Was surprised by glue, didn’t know what it looked like 

“Should have a timer” 

Knew to head left on level 3 

Figured out going through the booster fully made them speed up more 

Actually rather good at platformers 

Fell through world on level 5, at mouse trap 

Didn’t collect many crackers. 

Finished game in 7 minutes 40 seconds 


